
just us. \jfe.coul.d save the'three dollars. ; "~ .'/ \ -

Henderson: This is what—a dollar charge on-each bill?

Irene: just on the electric and water. And then the .gas is the same way.
i

- If they turn the.gas off, you.haye to pay ttfo dollar^, I think.

Jordan: Yeah. A \ , ' • • ' '

Irene: And then if it!s electric and water, it's three dollars. • ' *

. Jordan: But in Norman sometimes I will let my bills go for a month, and you

can just barely let them go a month— ' . • ,
• o • \ t £

* * *

Irene:- They won-'t let you. They just let you go four days or three days. And

then if you don't pay it, they tut everything off. -. '

Roberta: They're really clamping down on you everywhere, even in Apache.

Jordan: Do you all have some more questions or something to talk about? I

thought I might go out and get lunch? '

Davis: Did you say Elton, has applied for this Mutual Help Housing? %

Irene: Yeaĥ . He" got it but no place to put it. BSut his mother is willing

to deed him Whatever he needs. ' • . • .

Davis: Thenihe's in the same'boat, with these. 6ther boys. Hers approved but

he doesn't have the land. ' • .
1 r '

Irene: Yeah. I But His-mother is willing to deed him land. I think his mother

•should go"ln tnere and deed him that land. ./"That way he could build. But the

places she has \is all undivided iand. . It's'kinda-hard that way. Just like - *

you, isn't it (to Roberta)? ' .

Jordan: You*have to get the approval of all the heirs? %^ . • .
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B.I.A: DECISIONSIrene: Yeah. T̂he Agency has to go out there and approve' it. And this is

. the way the Agency worksu too. Like, for„instance^ over here at. this Houston '

KLinkole's, where* this little corner it—well, they had a hearing a long time •


